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Installing Forms Tractor

Preparing Printer

1  Make sure power switch is OFF.

2  Remove access cover.

Back of Printer
3 Pull out two cover inserts.

Installing Forms Tractor

1 Screw rear leveling pads all the way in.
2 Lower forms tractor into printer so that platen shaft fits into both slots.

Then gently push top of forms tractor backward to let clamps grasp bottom of platen shaft.
Inserting Paper

Positioning Tractors
Make sure printer power is off and access cover is removed.

1 Loosen left and right tractors by pressing down on locking levers.

2 Open front tractor gates.
3 Tear off one sheet of sample paper, place it in left tractor, and close gate.

4 Position right tractor so that pins enter holes in right side of paper, and close gate. Make sure paper does not buckle or pull away from tractor pins.
5 Position tractors so that left edge of paper is aligned with left edge of platen.

Make sure paper does not buckle.

6 Lock both tractors in place by pressing up on levers.
7 Open front tractor gates and remove paper.

The tractors are now properly positioned for receiving your paper.

---

**Preparing Printer and Forms Tractor**

1. Set paper thickness lever for thickness of paper (forward for one sheet, progressively backward for two or more).
2. Slide paper edge guide to far left.
3. Push paper release lever all the way back (toward rear of printer).
4. Pull paper bail forward (toward front of printer).
5. Push paper tension lever all the way down.
6. Pull upper paper rack forward.
Inserting Paper

1. While turning platen knob, guide paper into both rear gates (not front gates) until tractor pins enter several holes.

Make sure bottom of paper is parallel with horizontal bars.
2 Turn platen knob again to advance paper around platen, and up between paper bail and platen, until it covers front tractor pins.

3 Place paper in front tractors and close gates.

4 Move upper paper rack backward.

5 Pull printer paper release lever forward (toward front of printer).
6 Slowly push up on tension lever to tighten paper.
   Do not let tractor pins stretch or rip paper holes.

7 Turn platen knob to advance paper to top of next page or to where first line of printing will begin.
   Keep the printer paper release lever in the forward position.
8 Reinstall printer access cover.

What Next?
The forms tractor is now ready for use with your system.

Turn on the printer as described in the manual shipped with your LQP02 printer.

Removing Forms Tractor

1 Turn platen knob to remove paper.

2 Remove forms tractor:
   - Grasp it on both sides.
   - Pull it forward.
   - Lift it out of printer.
Troubleshooting Forms Tractor

1 Try to correct the trouble as listed below.

2 If you cannot correct the trouble, contact your dealer or the nearest DIGITAL service technician.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trouble</th>
<th>Probable Cause</th>
<th>Corrective Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Poor line spacing</td>
<td>Improperly installed forms tractor</td>
<td>Reinstall forms tractor making sure clamps are properly positioned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slanted print lines</td>
<td>Paper improperly inserted in forms tractor</td>
<td>Remove and replace paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper buckles diagonally or pulls away from tractor pins (holes out of round)</td>
<td>Improperly positioned tractor</td>
<td>Reposition right tractor and lock in place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper too loose or too tight in vertical direction (holes out of round)</td>
<td>Improperly set paper tension lever</td>
<td>Reset paper tension lever</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Making Your Presence Known

Complete and mail the self-addressed reader comment form on the next page.
Reader's Comments

Your comments and suggestions are welcome. They will help us in our continuous effort to improve the quality and usefulness of our publications.

1. How would you rate this manual for:

   completeness of information  good   fair   poor
   accuracy of information       ______    ______    ______
   ease of use (clarity, organization)    ______    ______    ______

2. Did you find errors in this manual? Please specify by page and paragraph, or mark corrections on pages and attach copies to this form.

   page  paragraph
   a) Incorrect information: ______    ______
   b) Information left out: ______    ______
   c) Hard to understand:      ______    ______

3. What suggestions do you have for improving this manual?

   ____________________________________________
   ____________________________________________
   ____________________________________________

4. What parts of the manual were especially good at helping you understand things?

   ____________________________________________
   ____________________________________________
   ____________________________________________

5. Please check the boxes that apply to you.

   ☐ Technical
   ☐ Nontechnical
   ☐ Management
   ☐ Nonmanagement
   ☐ Used other word processors
   ☐ Used computers
   ☐ Use the word processing unit yourself
   ☐ Other (explain)_____________________________

Name________________________________________ Title_________________________
Company______________________________________
Street________________________________________ City_________________________
State________________________ Zip_______________ Date______________________
ATTN: Commercial Engineering Publications MK1-2/E06
Office Products Documentation Group
DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
CONTINENTAL BOULEVARD
MERRIMACK N.H. 03054
Paper Specifications

The LQPX2-AA forms tractor accepts single or multipart continuous paper with:

- Standard 0.5 inch (12.7 mm) hole spacing
- A total thickness of no more than 0.020 inch (0.5 mm)
- Widths varying from 1.75 to 15.75 inches (44.5 to 400.1 mm)

Additional Documents, Accessories and Supplies

Order additional documents, accessories and supplies from one of the following sources:

- DECdirect Catalog
- DIGITAL Computer Store
- Authorized DIGITAL Distributor
- Local DIGITAL Sales Office

For additional documents and a copy of the DECdirect catalog:

Write
Digital Equipment Corporation
PO Box CS2008
Nashua, NH 03061

or

Telephone (603) 884–6660 — AK, HI, NH residents
(800) 258–1710 — All others